Abstract A three-wave interaction (3WI) code is developed to study the stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) in both absolute and convective regimes. In the simulations, the time and spatial evolutions of a plasma wave are described by temporal growth rate and spatial factor, respectively. The spatial factors in different phases and different instability regimes are investigated. It is found that the spatial factor is caused by the finite velocity of the pump wave in the first phase and by damping in the last phase. With inclusion of the spatial factor, the temporal growth rate decreases and the threshold for SRS for a finite frequency mismatch increases. Meanwhile, the effects of wave frequency mismatch on the temporal growth rate are also discussed.
Introduction
Stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) is the decay of an incident light wave (subscript 0) into a scattered light wave (subscript s) and an electron plasma wave (subscript p). It happens under the 1/4 critical density region of plasmas and must satisfy the frequency and wave number matching conditions [1] : ω 0 = ω s + ω p , k 0 = k s + k p , where ω 0,s,p , k 0,s,p stand for frequency and wave number of each wave.
In inertial confinement fusion (ICF), when the incident light propagates through the underdense coronal plasmas, a variety of instabilities may occur, such as SRS, stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS), twoplasmon decay, and ion decay instability. Since twoplasmon decay only happens near the 1/4 critical density, where the density gradient is steep and ion decay instability only occurs near the critical surface, where the inverse bremsstrahlung is dominated, these two parametric processes are relatively not so important. SRS and SBS are the most important parametric processes in laser-plasma interactions. In an ICF hohlraum, the plasma density is about 0.1 critical densities and the temperature is of several keV, and SRS is thus in the convective regimes. For plasmas with low temperature or intense laser (for examples, caused by filamentation or crossed lasers), SRS enters the absolute region [2, 3] . Thus, both absolute and convective instabilities are the theoretical and experimental research focus in SRS. Since the reflectivities obtained from experiments are always much lower than what the linear fluid coupled mode theory predicts, it is very important to understand the spatiotemporal evolution of SRS.
Early work about SRS mainly focused on the backscattering reflectivity and the temporal growth rate [4] . In the absolute regimes (2γ
, the instability behaves like t −1/2 exp (γ SRS t), where γ SRS is the temporal growth rate in infinite plasmas, v α and γ α are the group velocity and damping rate of wave α, respectively. In the convective regimes [5] 
, the instability occurs at a certain point and grows through space with the spatial growth rate γ s /v s − γ 2 SRS v s γ p . In inhomogeneous plasmas, detuning of 3WI will occur since the wave number varies with position and the resonance condition can only be satisfied at one point. In the beginning, it was believed that SRS was always convective [6, 7] , however, later people found boundary effects or fluctuations could make it absolute [8] . In finite plasmas [9∼11] , the excited waves generally escape from the excitation region, and the instability has some distinct phases, which are differentiated by the transit time of the daughter waves across the plasmas [12, 13] . In these situations, the temporal growth rate varies during these phases and the spatial evolution effects appear. However, the details of spatiotemporal evolution characters are still unclear, which makes it difficult to assess the impact of SRS in an ICF hohlraum. Besides, in the absolute regimes, the plasma wave is always excited to have large amplitude where particle trapping becomes significant [14] . It will cause a frequency shift [15] , which could break up the matching conditions and affect the temporal growth rate. As a result, one cannot fully understand the properties of SRS without taking the spatial evolution and mismatch effects into consideration. Generally, the particle trapping effects are studied by kinetic simulations [16∼18] . However, for large plasma scales, particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation needs a lot of calculation. Especially, in the convective regimes, it takes a long time for daughter waves to grow up from the noise level. And the details would still have been invisible because of graininess at low phase space densities. In contrast, by adding a frequency mismatch into the 3WI model, it would clearly show the spatiotemporal evolution of SRS.
In this work, a 3WI code is developed to study the spatiotemporal behaviors of back SRS in both absolute and convective regimes. The frequency mismatch effects on temporal growth rate are also investigated. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present the one-dimensional model of SRS. In section 3, we discuss the spatiotemporal evolution of a plasma wave in the absence of wave frequency mismatch. Temporal growth rate and spatial factors are used to describe the time and spatial evolution of plasma wave, respectively. It is found that the spatial factor is caused by the finite velocity of a pump wave in the first phase and damping in the last phase. The temporal growth rate in the first phase decreases when the spatial factor is included. In section 4, frequency mismatch effects on the temporal growth rate are researched. With inclusion of the spatial factor, we find that the threshold for SRS is increased for a finite frequency mismatch. We believe our findings would be useful for understanding the physical mechanism of the SRS process. We conclude the paper in section 5.
Stimulated Raman scattering coupling equations
We consider a one-dimensional uniform plasma with length L, which is irradiated by a laser beam from the left boundary. The 3WI equations for the pump wave, the scattered wave and the plasma wave can be derived from the Maxwell equations and fluid equations in a wave-envelope approximation. We assume that the wave numbers of three waves satisfy the resonant matching conditions but allow a little mismatch δω between frequencies. The dispersion relations and coupling equations for the three waves read:
With time and space normalized by ω −1 0 and cω
0 . The dimensionless amplitudes of three waves a 0,s,p are expressed as,
I is the intensity of the laser beam, E 0,s,p (x, t) is the electric field and c is the speed of light. The normalized group velocities, damping rates, and the growth rate are expressed as follows,
, where e and m e are the electron charge and mass. The frequency mismatch δω used here is induced because of change of plasma wave frequency due to particle trapping [15] . However, it is not the only way to bring in detuning. Plasma inhomogeneity is another mechanism. In SRS, density and temperature gradients, as well as pump strength variation from focusing and hot spots make inhomogeneity important. In inhomogeneous plasmas, the waves are only resonantly coupled at a certain point, and away from this point a mismatch develops, or δω = κ (x) dx with κ = |k 0 − k s − k p | represents the wave number mismatch. In the absolute regimes where trapping occurs, the mismatch is a function of the amplitude of plasma wave, which is a function of time and space. As a result, the equations to be solved are highly nonlinear. Since the plasma wave amplitude grows exponentially in the first phase [5] and the mismatch effects take place only when it is large enough, we can assume the frequency mismatch to be the value when the plasma wave saturates. Thus, a constant frequency mismatch may still be a good assumption to capture most of the properties. Besides, in the SRS amplifier field [19∼21] , a constant frequency mismatch is always unavoidable. According to our simulation, the final frequency mismatch can be up to 10 −3 ω 0 ∼ 10 −2 ω 0 when SRS saturates.
3 Spatial factor and temporal growth rate
First let us consider the equations without frequency mismatch. To simplify the analysis, we neglect the pump wave evolution and assume the envelope of the daughter waves having the form of e rt+qx , we get
with q the spatial factor, γ the temporal growth rate. We adopt two different simulation conditions A and B, where the three wave amplitudes E α (x, t) obey the following boundary and initial conditions,
with ε = 1.0 × 10 −5 represents seed of scattered wave, δ = 0 or 1. We regard δ = 0 as condition A and δ = 1 as condition B. The two simulation conditions are used to illustrate the role played by the spatial factor.
We plot the spatial electric field distribution of plasma wave in Fig. 1 . The simulation conditions are: 
, which suggests SRS in the convective regime. For condition B, there is pump wave throughout the plasma and the instability develops all over the space at the start. In the time interval 0 ≤ t ≤ (L − x)/v s , the scattered wave has not traveled out of the region [0, x], and the intensity has no spatial differences. We expect the growth rate to be the same or q = 0 in this region (the flat phase when 0 ≤ t ≤ (L − x)/v s in Fig. 1(b) ). When t ≥ (L − x)/v s , the scattered wave has left the plasma area and the plasma wave amplitude reduces because of damping. For condition A, the scattered wave stays in the region [ 
but the intensity is not the same because of the finite velocity of the pump wave (the first slope phase when Fig. 1(a) ). The left area has received more scattered wave than the right area or it has a longer time to couple with the pump wave and the extra time is 1/v 0 . So the spatial factor would be:
/v s , the scattered wave has left the plasma area and the evolution becomes the same as that in condition B. We expect the slope to be the same in both conditions (the second slope phase when Fig. 1(b) ). Substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (5), and neglect the terms v p /v 0 and γ s , we get the growth rate in the first phase,
If we set q = 0 in Eq. (5), we get the familiar temporal growth rate,
Comparing Eqs. (7) and (8), we find that the temporal growth rate decreases if we consider the spatial factor and the decrement is related to the ratio of pump wave velocity to scattered wave velocity. The simulation and theory values of q and r under different k p λ D are plotted in Fig. 2 . We find that the simulation result matches well with our prediction. Note that in Fig. 1, after 
It implies that the plasma wave saturates as soon as the scatter wave escapes from the region. But it is not true in the absolute regime. We plot the spatial evolution of electric field in the absolute regime in Fig. 3 . The simulation conditions are L = 3000cω 0 ), the plasma wave continues to grow for a long time and then it saturates from the left to the right (see Fig. 1(b) ). and the other parameters are the same as used in Fig. 1 (color online)   Fig.3 The spatial electric field distribution of plasma wave vs time in the absolute regime. kpλD = 0.192, L = 3000cω −1 0 , n = 0.1nc. The boundary and initial condition is condition A and other parameters are the same as used in Fig. 1 (color online) To determine the spatial factor of the final phase, we set γ = 0 in Eq. (5) . Note that it is right to do this in the convective regime, because the plasma wave saturates as soon as the scattered wave leaves the plasma area where Eq. (5) 
which is exactly the convective spatial growth rate [22] . In the absolute regime, Eq. (5)is no longer applicable after the scatted wave has left the plasma region. Since the plasma wave saturates by damping, we expect,
In Fig. 4 , we plot the simulation and theory values of final spatial factor under different k p λ D . We find that in both the absolute and the convective regimes the simulation and theory results match well. 
The frequency mismatch effects
Now let us focus on the frequency mismatch effects. In the absolute regime, the frequency mismatch due to wave-particle interactions would break up the matching conditions. As the plasma wave amplitude grows, the frequency mismatch becomes larger and larger. It would finally make SRS saturate. The 3WI model is more realistic when the frequency mismatch is included and the simulation results can be compared to PIC simulation in principle. This work will be done in the future. Now let us derive some theoretical results first. Use the transformation
Eqs. (2) and (3) are re-written as:
where the amplitudes are normalized by a 0 . Generally speaking, δω is a function of space and time, and the growth rate also changes with time and space. One cannot simply use γ and q to describe the time and spatial evolution. In this work, since we keep the frequency mismatch as a constant, we can still assume that the plasma wave has the form: e γt+qx e iθ(x,t) . Substituting this expression into Eqs. (11) and (12), we get:
where
First let us neglect the spatial terms or equally set q = 0. By combining Eqs. (13) and (14), we get,
with
Comparing Eqs. (5) and (15), we find that the temporal growth rate reduces because of frequency mismatch (see Fig. 5 ). In the absolute regime, we have γ γ p ∼ γ s , then ∆ 1 ≈ 1. The modification caused by frequency mismatch is δω 2 4. At marginal growth, the expression yields the familiar threshold for parametric growth for a finite frequency mismatch: Now let us consider the spatial effects. To calculate γ we first need to obtain q. Since the spatial factor is caused by the finite velocity of the pump wave in the first phase, it still satisfies Eq. (6) (see Fig. 6(a) ). We neglect the second derivative term of θ, and rewrite Eqs. (13) and (14) as, 
In the absolute regime, we have ∆ 2 ≈ 2. Then the modification caused by frequency mismatch is δω 2 2. Comparing it with Eq. (15), we find that the modification of temporal growth rate is two times larger than the case without spatial factor. At marginal growth, the threshold for parametric growth for a finite frequency mismatch is:
From Eqs. (17) and (22), we can see that the spatial evolution effects increase the threshold for SRS. The simulation and theoretical results are plotted in Fig. 6(b) . In fact, we can use one formula to contain the two conditions. If we set ∂θ/∂t = α∂θ/∂x with α a constant factor. Using Eqs. (13) and (14), we get,
where,
Obviously, when the spatial terms are neglected, we have α → ∞, then ∆ = ∆ 1 ≈ 1; when the spatial terms are included, we have α = −v p , then ∆ = ∆ 2 ≈ 2.
